Books and Comics from Sonia Leong
Draw Manga:
Complete Skills
£14.99
195x229mm
256pgs
FULL COLOUR
INSTRUCTION
BOOK
Step-by-step
tutorials on all
aspects of manga
drawing: traditional
sketching and
colouring
techniques, digital
tools for rendering
and finishing
artwork. With 28
online videos linked
to book, one of the
most user-friendly manga tutor books on the market. Readers build
up characters from basic shapes and measurements, anatomy and
poses, add design elements to enhance drawings and stories, render
artwork in different styles and mediums (including digital), and create
comic pages and sequences. AGE RATING: PG

Beginning Manga
£12.99
229x298mm
144pgs
FULL COLOUR
INSTRUCTION
BOOK
A fun, interactive
learning experience
with a variety of
creative prompts, tips,
exercises, and
engaging step-by-step
projects. Starting with
an introduction to
tools and materials,
readers learn new
drawing and inking
techniques, as well as
how to work with
colour thanks to a variety of simple step-by-step projects and
prompts designed to spark creativity and inspire artists. Included
are templates and practice pages to assist with developing one's
craft in addition to brainstorming, sketching, and collecting
project inspiration. The perfect resource for aspiring manga
artists and illustrators. AGE RATING: PG

Manga Your World
£10.99
203x254mm
128pgs
FULL COLOUR
INSTRUCTION
BOOK
Beguiling and
beautiful Manga is
much easier to draw
than it looks. With a
fun exercise-book
approach to this
Japanese comic style,
Manga Your World
will help you to
inject Manga magic
into your everyday
life, through a series
of easy-to-follow, sketching challenges and scenarios. Draw your
friends, bento-style lunch box, beloved pooch, or even yourself, in
a Manga-style selfie! Explore various styles within Manga and
learn to reference photos effectively. AGE RATING: PG

Romeo and Juliet
£8.99, 148x210mm, 208pgs
B/W MANGA GRAPHIC
NOVEL
"MY ONLY LOVE SPRUNG
FROM MY ONLY HATE," laments
Juliet of the world's most famous
love story. Fusing classic Shakespeare
with manga visuals, this cutting edge
adaptation will impassion and grip its
readers. Set in modern day Japan, two
lovers are caught between rival
Yakuza families. Can their love
survive as violence, betrayal and
tragedy explode on Tokyo's streets?
AGE RATING: PG

Aya.Takeo vols.1-3 £15.00 for set, 176x250mm, 64pgs each, FULL COLOUR COMIC SERIES
Aya Takeo is an adventure story of space, time, civilisation and star-crossed love. The love between a noblewoman separated
from her lowly warrior, amidst a backdrop of a neo-classical Japan under invasion from spider mecha. AGE RATING: PG
A Brush With Magic £6.99
140x216mm, 224pgs
B/W FANTASY NOVEL WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS
When Rua frees Silas from some
bandits, the seasoned warrior takes
the student mage under her wing…
partly down to him wanting to
repay her kindness, but mostly
because his lack of common sense
meant he needed saving from
himself. She soon suspects he’s
hiding something. She has a secret
too. She’s killed thousands over the
centuries and even rises from the
dead to finish the job. She just tries
not to do it in front of anyone she
likes. But as a routine rescue
operation goes from bad to worse,
Silas is forced to reveal that he is
the most dangerous mage in
existence. And the one she has
The Colours of Magic £10.00, 210x297mm,
been searching for her entire life.
48pgs FULL COLOUR ARTBOOK
AGE RATING: 13+
The art of 'A Brush with Magic' filled with full
colour illustrations, extra scenes, concept sketches
and design notes. AGE RATING: 13+
Once Upon a Time
£5.99, 140x216mm,
160pgs
B/W MANGA
Once Upon a Time...
stories of our time, the
here and now. What
challenges do we face
when we have to grow
up? Look through the
eyes of different people as
they deal with their
personal battles, face the
truth and determine their
futures. Life's lessons can
only be learnt from living
it. AGE RATING: 13+

Love Stuffing £5.99
140x216mm, 192pgs
B/W MANGA
Wishing she could get
Steve to love her like she
loves her soft toys, Jenny
wonders if the secret to
being loved is in the
stuffing itself. Comparing
herself to the more
popular girls in class, she
realises her problem - she
lacks the stuffing!
Borrowing "love" from
her fluffy friends, she
"stuffs" herself and goes
to school... AGE
RATING: 13+

Inktober 2017/2018
£5.00 each
210x148mm, 36pgs
ARTBOOKS
A collection of inked
sketches inspired by the
popular challenge where
everyday during the month
of October, you must
produce an inked drawing
based off a single word
prompt! AGE RATING:
PG
Telling Tales £6.99
40x216mm, 224pgs
B/W MANGA
ANTHOLOGY
Sweatdrop Studios
presents adaptations of
stories well-loved and time
tested. Magic, greed, love,
friendship, loss and
punishment – fairytales
have always encompassed
a haunting mix of the
fantastical and macabre.
This anthology, perfect for
bed-time reading, will
capture all of that and
more! AGE RATING:
PG

